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Disclaimer

This Report has been prepared by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) on the basis set out in KPMG’s proposal to the Welsh Government dated 10 April 2013, the Welsh
Governments contract award letter dated 25 June 2013 and KPMG’s acceptance letter dated 1 August 2013 (these combined documents referred to here as the
“Engagement Letter”).
This Report is for the benefit of the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which it refers, which KPMG has agreed in writing to treat as addressees of the
Engagement Letter (the “Beneficiaries”), and has been released to the Beneficiaries on the basis that it shall not be copied, referred to or disclosed, in whole or in part,
without KPMG’s prior written consent.
This Report is not suitable to be relied on by any party wishing to acquire rights against KPMG (other than the Beneficiaries) for any purpose or in any context. Any
party other than the Beneficiaries that obtains access to this Report or a copy (under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or otherwise) and chooses to rely on this
Report (or any part of it) does so at its own risk. To the fullest extent permitted by law, KPMG does not assume any responsibility and will not accept any liability in
respect of this Report to any party other than the Beneficiaries.
In preparing this report, the primary source of information has been internal management from both the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which this report
refers. KPMG does not accept responsibility for such information which remains the responsibility of the Welsh Government and the Local Authority to which this report
refers. KPMG has satisfied themselves, so far as possible, that the information presented in the report is consistent with other information which was made available to
them in the course of their work in accordance with the Engagement Letter. KPMG has not, however, sought to establish the reliability of the sources by reference to
other evidence. The analysis undertaken by KPMG has been of a high level nature and has been undertaken following discussions with the Welsh Government and the
Local Authority’s officers. The scope of KPMG’s work is different from that for an audit and, consequently, no assurance is expressed by KPMG.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Background and Approach
■ In March 2012, the Minister for Finance and commissioned a review into ‘Maximising the Impact of Welsh Procurement Policy’. That
review recommended the re-introduction of capability assessments or fitness checks, which the Minister subsequently confirmed would
be re-introduced. This is also supported by the Public Service Leadership Group (PSLG) chaired by the Minister for Local Government
and Communities.

Background

■ After a competitive tender, KPMG were appointed by Value Wales (within the Welsh Government) to deliver these capability
assessments for all the Local Authorities in Wales.

■ The objective of this work was to determine whether organisational procurement capability is adequate and also enable organisations
to identify their strengths and areas for improvement. These assessments include actions for improvement which are to be presented to
senior management at each Local authority and a copy is to be provided to Value Wales.
■ Value Wales intends to provide on-going support for improvement through a ‘Procurement Development Service’ concept. This support
will be linked to national improvement themes that this work identifies within Local Authorities across Wales.
■ Value Wales provided the, previously developed, Welsh Government Capability Model, which KPMG used to develop an on-line
questionnaire to assess the Local Authorities capability against this model.
■ Each local authority was invited to prepare a list of staff who would be asked to complete the on-line questionnaire confidentially. These
staff were either directly or in-directly involved in procurement and the list was intended to cover procurement across the authority.

Approach

■ KPMG analysed the responses and prepared an initial assessment of the authority’s procurement capability (based on the Welsh
Governments maturity model). This assessment was then tested and moderated in face-to-face interviews conducted on site at the
authority with key procurement managers and stakeholders from across the authority.
■ The output of this analysis and these interviews is presented here in this report, together with KPMG’s recommended actions for
improvement.
■ These actions for improvement recognise the activities that are already on-going and planned within the authority and are intended to
support those activities and provide practical advice to support the improvements.
■ Once this report has been approved by the Head of Procurement and other senior stakeholders at the authority (if appropriate), it will
be sent to Value Wales.

Next Steps

■ A copy of the two-page executive summary (only) will be provided to the Minister.
■ KPMG will also prepare an overall report that summarises the assessments across all the Authorities, identifies common themes for
improvement and makes recommendations for Value Wales on how it can support the Authorities through its Procurement
Development Service.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Isle of Anglesey Executive Summary
Overall Maturity
Rating

Organisational
Context

Non-conforming
■ Anglesey is embarking on a significant transformational program across the organisation. A key component of this program should be to focus on
reforming current procurement practices across the organisation to ensure consistency, compliance and good commercial outcomes for the organisation.
■ There are a number of recommendations outlined in the Internal Audit Report relating to procurement across the organisation dated December 2012.
This report outlines a number of recommended which should be included in the Project Board for procurement transformation in addition to the
recommendations outlined in this report.
■ Anglesey has a small central team, who have limited influence across the organisation. This team has had significant personnel change over recent
years which has affected consistency of support to the organisation.
■ There were only two respondents to the survey from across the organisation which could affect the accuracy of the survey results of Anglesey’s maturity
assessment, however, after conducting site visit interviews with key stakeholders, the survey result are consistent with the responses from stakeholders..

Model Dimension

Recommended Actions

Procurement leadership & governance

■ Complete Internal Audit actions from Report 1825.12/13 to increase compliance to Procurement Framework and allow
leadership a platform of accountability for procurement activities.

Procurement strategy & objectives

■ Develop procurement strategy and objectives aligned to the Authorities overarching transformational agenda and devise an
internal engagement plan to educate and promote this strategy across the Authority.

Defining the supply need

■ Develop templated documents to standardise quality and approach to defining the supply need across the Authority,
implement ‘sourcing plan’ document to improve transparency and planning of resources and effort.

Commodity/project strategies and collaborative
procurement

■ Develop category/commissioning plan template for Directorates to use which will include spend data analysis and market
analysis from the central team. Initially Directorates will complete and once more mature the central team can assist .

Contract and supplier management

■ Develop a contract management strategy/guideline for implementation in the Directorates and for top 10 critical contracts
involve central team representative in the formalised periodic contract management meetings.

Key purchasing processes and systems

■ Continue to embed systems upgrades and training across the organisation .

People
Performance management

■ Central team to develop an informal network across internal stakeholders responsible for procurement in the Directorates by
to knowledge share, provide updates and build relationships. Develop central team roles and responsibilities aligned to
procurement strategy.
■ Ensure KPIs are aligned to strategy documentation once developed. Use of new system to capture on and off contract spend
and data analytics in time.
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Fitness Check – Procurement Maturity Assessment

Isle of Anglesey Executive Summary

Model Dimension

Comparison

Welsh
Gaps

UK Public
Sector
Gaps

Procurement leadership & governance

37

24

Procurement strategy & objectives

48

58

Defining the supply need

35

54

Commodity/project strategies and
collaborative procurement

36

42

Contract and supplier management

40

64

Key purchasing processes and systems

12

52

People

28

Performance management

15

Comments
■

There has been a changing leadership presence
across the Authority and the procurement team in
recent years

■

There is a lack of clear procurement strategy and
framework for compliance within the Authority

■

Currently defined by individual Directorates, interim
Head of Procurement forming good relationships to
assist requirements definition
Overarching strategies not in place across the
Authority, individual Directorates planning on a case by
case basis

■

30

■

Led by Directorates and is as mature as individual skill
sets and experience allow

■

Current system implementation occurring

■

Very small central team, roles and priorities need to be
defined and communicated across Authority

■

Limited, however should increase with systems
upgrade

Developing
NonDeveloping
Advanced
Conforming
Conforming

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

Average of Welsh Authorities

UK Public Sector Benchmark

Benefits of
impementing
recommendations

■ The benefit of the Isle of Anglesey implementing the recommendations from the December 2012 Internal Audit Report 1825.12/13 and from this
report is that the Authority will have a consistent and compliant approach to procurement for the organisation. This approach will act as the building
blocks from which future improvement and cost savings can be achieved in the coming years.

Overall
Recommendations

■ In conjunction with the ongoing transformation of Anglesey Council, the foundations of establishing a solid procurement function focused on consistency across the Directorates by communicating a clear strategy, templated documentation, allocation of resources to assist Directorates
and build relationships, training of key stakeholders and forward planning to establish spend and requirements across the organisation, need to
occur in order to ensure compliance and consistent commercial outcomes in the interest of the Local Authority.
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Procurement leadership & governance

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Maturity Level
Score:

Contract and
supplier
management

20%
15%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

44%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Comment
■ Overall, procurement leadership and governance is at a nonconforming level of maturity.
■ The Corporate Procurement Framework, Internal Audit Report
1825.12/13 dated December 2012 highlighted a number of
areas required to be rectified in order to improve general
governance and compliance, as well as set direction for
procurement activities across the organisation. At the time of the
site visit, little had been done to action these recommendations.

Clear leadership of the procurement activity

■ With changes in central procurement team resources over the
past two years, there has been an element of inconsistency in
driving outcomes and setting direction for the team.

Responsible for effectiveness and quality of
sourcing

■ Clear leadership from the top down, supporting procurement
objectives and profile within the organisation is critical to
changing organisational culture and improving the team’s profile
internally.

Effective internal stakeholders relationship
management

Opportunities
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

People

Performance
management

Clear process for delegation of authority

Adequate internal control systems

Value add through application and appropriate
use of the Community Benefits policy

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

■ Implement recommendations from Internal Audit Report
1825.12/13 dated December 2012
■ Establish key internal change champions to represent
procurement’s agenda at Senior Leadership level with an aim to
establish strong networks across Directorate Heads and their
next level of management down
■ Inclusion of ‘Procurement’ as a regular agenda item on SLT
meetings
■ Develop templated documents for tender and planning activities

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Procurement strategy and objectives

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Score:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

3%
15%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

61%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Degree organisations procurement strategy
development

Clear process for procurement involvement in
strategic reviews of service provision
Procurement strategy supported by senior
management
Procurement department developed and acted
on an improvement plan

People

Performance
management

Level of external collaboration for good
procurement practice and Welsh Government
procurement policies

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

Comment
■ Overall, procurement strategy and objective is non-conforming
level of maturity.
■ No clear strategy documented, articulated to the organisation
and easily accessible for reference.
■ Team members unsure of their role and how they fit into the
overall strategy and objectives of the team and wider
organisation.
■ Internal stakeholders unclear on what the central team’s role is
and how they contribute to overall organisational objectives.

Opportunities
■ Update of Procurement Framework document in line with Audit
report findings
■ Development of strategy document aligned to wider
organisational goals with senior stakeholder buy-in and support
■ Development of an engagement and education plan to roll out
strategy and framework across the organisation
■ Clearly defined roles and responsibilities outlined for team
members in the central team and with key stakeholders
internally to educate and drive value adding activities which will
ultimately contribute positively to commercial outcomes for the
organisation

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Defining the supply need

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Score:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

People

Performance
management

12%
10%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

66%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Maximise value for the organisation and its
customers
Level of involvement with internal customer
teams

Comment
■ Overall, Isle of Anglesey is at non-conforming level of maturity in
the area of defining supply needs.
■ The devolved nature of procurement within the organisation
means that the Directorates are defining their procurement
requirements as and when they are required.

■ There is little transparency in ‘defining the supply need’ process
for the central team due to historic role and a lack of processes
and systems to support forward planning.
■ Good individual relationships have been established in some
Directorates for example, Adult Social Care and Education,
whereby the central team is engaged and engaged early to
assist in the procurement process.
Opportunities

Extent of commodity strategies development
and management

Effective demand management
Detailed supply market analysis and
stakeholder feedback
Transparent and proportionate mechanisms to
encourage new suppliers, make contracts
accessible, easier bidding

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

■ Introduction of a ‘Sourcing Plan’ template for Directorates to
complete and have approval to proceed from the central team,
prior to undertaking any procurement (tender) activity, for
example, outlining spend profile, type of services, quality
requirements, this would give the central team visibility of
activity across the organisation, the opportunity to shape better
commercial outcomes and to share specialist knowledge /
establish if frameworks are in place that can be, accessed
■ Head of Procurement to establish, at least, quarterly meetings
with Heads of Service to discuss pipelines, spend analytics etc,
these meetings will aid in prioritising and allocating central
resources and enable the provision of timely analytics and
support to going to market

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Commodity/ project strategies and collaborative procurement

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Maturity Level

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Performance
management

10%

■ Overall, Isle of Anglesey is at non-conforming level of maturity in
the area of commodity/ project strategies and collaborative
procurement.

59%

■ Category strategies are generally not in place in this Local
Authority.
Maturity Level of Dimensions

Commodity strategy in line with Procurement
Route Planner
Cross functional demand management
Influenceable spend under commodity/project
strategies

Sourcing risk mitigation process
Supplier Selection process

Collaborative procurement
Working with sectoral consortia and/or value
Wales
Appropriate evaluation criteria

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

■ Some individual Directorates, such as Social Care, have
developed Commissioning Strategies across a number of
categories and have engaged the central team as needed. This
practice of development, with the assistance of the central
procurement team is encouraged.
■ Many of the scores associated with this level were at the lowest
end of the spectrum as strategies are not common place across
the authority.
Opportunities

Sustainability

Performance reviews
People

Comment

17%

Score:

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
Project Strategies
and Collaborative
Procurement

Weighting for model
element

■ In the first instance, the development of the procurement
framework and strategies and objectives will define the roles
and responsibilities across the Directorates and the central team
■ The central team as a minimum should develop category
strategy templates and guide Directorates through a planning
process so that they can commence their own
commodity/category strategies for commissioning

■ Once the organisation becomes more mature, the updating and
data analytics, management of these strategies may be able to
be undertaken by the central team pending transformation
outcomes

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Contract and supplier management

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Score:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key Purchasing
Processes and
Systems

People

Performance
management

4%
12.5%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

68%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Comment
■ Overall, Isle of Anglesey is at non-conforming level of maturity in
the area of contract and supplier management.
■ A central contracts register does not exist within the Authority. In
light of recent systems upgrades, a central contracts register
that is integrated with the P2P system will allow for spend and
data analytics to occur and for influenceable spend to be
captured, monitored and reported upon.

Clear understanding of contract coverage

■ Contract management currently resides with the Directorates
and is based upon operational outcomes. There is an
opportunity for Anglesey to develop more strategically and
commercially based relationships through contract management
involvement with Directorates for critical contracts.

Contracts and suppliers management

■ Risk management is at a point in time, during the qualification
process and not reviewed over the life of the contract in any
specified or process driven way.

Influenceable spend under contract

Supply risk management
Feedback from suppliers
Supplier and organisational processes
development

Use of supplier engagement

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

Opportunities
■ Implement a systems driven, central contract register as a
priority across the organisation
■ Specify data requirements for contract details on the system to
allow quality data to be extracted
■ The central contracts register will assist in forward planning for
both the central procurement team and it’s resource allocation
and also Directorates in commencing commissioning activities
early

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Key purchasing processes and systems

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

33%

Score:

10%
UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

85%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement
Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

People

Performance
management

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

Use of e-procurement
Effectiveness of PO to invoice or PO receipt
and invoice

Comment
■ Overall, Isle of Anglesey is at a non-conforming level of maturity
in relation to key purchasing processes and systems.
■ There is currently a project implementation underway to
upgrade the P2P system. Civica has been implemented and is
in the process of being embedded fully across the organisation.

■ Bravo Project in place, system being investigated for Anglesey.
Given the maturity of the organisation this is a good step
forward and will allow for basic analytics to be undertaken to
assist in moving the Authority forward.
■ Once the system has been embedded and training occurs to
ensure that end-users are inputting quality inputs, data analytics
on spend can commence.

Supplier payment performance

Quality assurance

P2P information management

Opportunities
■ Conduct project review of systems implementation to ensure
end-user take up, data accuracy and quality
■ Ensure that system queries / maintenance is not the function of
the central procurement team

Automation and Integration of finance and
procurement systems

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

■ Develop training program for use of e-procurement tools across
Directorates through Value Wales training packages

Average of Welsh Authorities
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People

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Maturity Level
Score:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

11%
15%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Proactive future procurement resources
planning
Individual contribution to improve procurement
efficiency and effectiveness
Use of Welsh Procurement Competency
Framework

Comment
■ Overall Isle of Anglesey is at non-conforming level of maturity in
the area of people management in procurement.
■ The resources in the central procurement team are unclear of
their current roles, responsibilities and ability to influence across
the organisation. This should become clearer through the
implementation of the recommendations in the Procurement
leadership and governance and Procurement strategy and
objectives elements of the model.
■ There is varying levels of confidence, skill and knowledge within
the Directorates with regards to Welsh government policy,
frameworks and procurement technical requirements generally.
■ The site visit discussions allowed various Directorate
participants to demonstrate their knowledge of SME access,
Community benefits and collaborative initiatives and highlighted
where they seek guidance from the current Head of
Procurement for expert advice and input.

Training and development support structures
Opportunities
Level of non-procurement staff competence to
procure

People

Proficiency in Public Sector Procurement
Legislation

■ Undertake training requirements survey of key internal
stakeholders in order to leverage the Value Wales training
program to be implemented in 2014. This would increase the
skills of key stakeholders and decrease the burden placed on a
small central team

Performance
management

Proficiency in Welsh policies on SME access,
Community Benefits, Collaboration and
electronic trading

■ Develop a succession and team development plan, establish
formal mentoring networks across the organisation in relation to
procurement activity and knowledge sharing

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

Average of Welsh Authorities
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Performance management

A detailed overview of the results per dimension KPMG found …

Procurement
leadership &
governance
Procurement
strategy &
objectives

Score:

Contract and
supplier
management
Key purchasing
processes and
systems

29%
12.5%

UK Public Sector
Benchmark:

59%

Maturity Level of Dimensions

Defining the
supply need
Commodity/
project strategies
and collaborative
procurement

Weighting for model
element

Maturity Level

■ The Isle of Anglesey is at a non-confirming level of maturity
however towards conforming. This was the element of the
model which Anglesey performed the best against.
■ This score should increase with the implementation of the new
P2P system and ongoing projects to implement e-procurement
tools across the organisation.
■ Once Anglesey starts to gather data and conduct appropriate
analysis of spend and trends then a number of these subelements should increase.

State of KPIs

Reception and action on relevant procurement
reports

Influenceable spend monitoring

Use of customer feedback
People

Performance
management

Comment

Opportunities
■ As part of the recommendations in the Procurement strategy
and objectives element of the maturity model, ensuring that
KPIs are aligned to Welsh KPIs and aligned to broader
organisational goals and objectives is critical to ensuring a
focused and outcomes driven team
■ Reporting at Senior Leadership Team meetings will increase
procurement’s profile in the Authority and allow for
transparency. This will also allow accountability to Directorates
under the devolved structure to own spend and drive better
commercial outcomes

Contribution to analysis of trends in Welsh
procurement

Isle of Anglesey Average Maturity Grade

Average of Welsh Authorities
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